Painters would like me to remove the lines between the brows, which difficulties gave a too serious expression to the face, It is risky to fiddle with a drawing, once done, and I replied that when a man like her brother had reflected long and deeply on the problems of life, some signs of thought must inevitably appear in his features. She did not press the point
Two drawings of Sir Walter Parratt, then well over eighty, found favour with his sisters, who acquired them; but the effect of a portrait, drawing or painting, on near relations is never to be depended on; the artist appears to be either a benefactor or a criminal.
Archibald Russell asked me to paint his portrait in his herald's tabard, with a velvet cap Holbein might have designed. The effect of the gorgeous costume was a little marred by the tails of the scarlet coat showing beyond the tabard; these I pinned up that they might not appear in the painting. Russell, not displeased with his presentment, generously advised a friend to have me paint his wife; later the portrait was sent to be sold at Christie's. I am told the accepted rule regarding portraits is that the client pays half the sum agreed on before the first sitting and if the work fails to satisfy him it remains with the painter. Charles Shannon told me he worked on this understanding, but I have never had the courage to propose this reasonable form of agreement It is upsetting to know that work done to the best of one's ability is disliked, whether the dislike be reasonable or not. Unreasonable it often is. Theodore Watts-Dunton told me that Rossetti, having sat to Watts, so disliked the result that he offered one of his own pictures in exchange for the portrait and then destroyed it I have heard of similar cases. I have mentioned A. E. Housman's destruction of one of my drawings.
Occasionally one is asked to paint a posthumous portrait from photographs: to me, always an unattractive task. But Sickert delights in painting posthumous presentments of the living! I heard of an admiral who wished to have Sickert paint him. At the studio some twenty snapshots were taken; 16

